
MATCH REPORT 
Northern Lights U13 (88) vs Pittwater Tigers Dusty (19) 
ROUND 11, 30 June 2019 
North Narrabeen Reserve 

 

1st Quarter 

Today’s game started with perfect weather conditions at North Narrabeen Reserve. Within 
minutes Lukas had kicked the first two goals, which set the tone for the days game. This was 
quickly followed by goals from Blake W, Lukas again, Kieran for the fifth goal of the quarter 
and then Cooper kicked our 6th goal for a total 36 to nil by the end of the first quarter. Early 
on it became apparent that this was going to be a very physical game as Damien took his 
first of what would be many knocks – like the terminator, he just kept coming back for 
more. Harley Low, Jack Halton and Lockie Smith all showed unselfish play to get the ball 
where it needed to be. Jack took a strong mark and didn’t hesitate as he sent the ball 
Jaeden’s way with great accuracy – Jaeden took the mark on his chest moving the ball onto 
Lockie Smith who kicked the ball a distance that would make most dad’s envious! By the end 
of the first quarter, the score was 6 goals, 0 behinds for a total of 36 to 0 goals, 0 behinds 
and 0 total. 

 

2nd Quarter 

Second quarter started with another early goal from Lukas, set up by Josh, Tim and Jake 
who demonstrated a great passage of play. The next goal was all Jake, after one bounce and 
shove in the back he recovered to steady and kick our next goal. Then it was up to Juan to 
take a towering mark straight from the clouds, quickly followed by another impressive mark 
from Tim who consistently finds space to get the ball. Toby M found himself up against 3 
opposition plays and held them off the ball, supporting Jake to kick for point. At this point of 
the game the boys are seeing great opportunities and playing with confidence. Hugo 
showed real determination to get the ball to Max who was then able to kick the ball for a 
point. Next up we saw nearly half the team demonstrate what’s expected of them, starting 
with Jude taking a mark and ending with Jake securing his second goal for this quarter. Lukas 
deserves a mention at this point for showing good self-control after receiving a late tackle, 
by the opposition, and remaining unfazed. By the end of the second quarter, the score was 
9 goals, 2 behinds for a total of 56 to 0 goals, 0 behinds and 0 total. 

 

3rd Quarter 

Straight into the third quarter and Lochie took a screamer on the burst – what an amazing 
mark, and it was lucky no one was in front of him. Josh followed up quickly with another 



cracker and this set up Juan for a goal. It’s at this point that the opposition get their first 
points on the board and the mercy rule is applied. Toby R provided strong defence against 
opposition # 10 (the Karate Kid) and stuck to him like glue. We could tell the opposition 
were becoming frustrated as play intensified and Damien again showed strength of 
character. Another passage of play say the ball go through the hands of Jaeden, Lockie and 
Hugo to be kicked for a point by Blake M. The boys are now coming up against physical play 
and they’re not taking the bait, Jack showed real courage successfully taking on and tackling 
an opponent nearly twice his size. By the end of the third quarter, the score was 10 goals, 3 
behinds for a total of 63 to 2 goals, 0 behinds and 12 total. 

 

4th Quarter 

The fourth quarter started with a massive kick down the field from Lockie and another 
blinding tackle by Jude as he locks onto his opponent like a guided missile! Hugh’s 
persistence pays off as the ball finds it’s way to Lukas. With one bounce, and a 30 metre kick 
he sends the ball through the big posts for another goal. At this point Thomas shows great 
courage going in hard, given the oppositions frustration at this point of the game. A special 
mention has to be for Lochie’s steal, which left the opposition wondering what just 
happened. And if that’s not impressive enough we then saw Hugh kick the ball to Damien 
who managed to pull off a specky bicycle kick and our next goal – thanks very much!!  
Hugh’s involved again as he gets the ball and helps set up play for Lukas to kick another goal 
and Blake M shows no signs of backing off with the strong tackling that’s consistent 
throughout the game. Josh takes a mark, steadies the pace and creates an opportunity that 
Tim takes full advantage of as he kicks our behind quickly followed by our next goal and the 
siren sounds after another tenacious tackle by Blake M. By the end of the fourth quarter, 
the score was 14 goals, 4 behinds for a total of 98 and they reset the score board before we 
could see the oppositions final score.  

¼ by ¼:    1st Qtr 6.0v 0.0, 2nd Qtr 3.2 v 0.0, 3rd Qtr 1.1 v 2.0, 4th Qtr 4.1 v 1.1, Final 14.4-88 v 3.1-19. 

 

Goals:  Lukas (6), Jake (2), Juan (1), Damien (1), Cooper (1), Tim (1), Kieran (1), Black W (1) 

 

Match Report: the Robinsons 



 

 

 


